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A single dream is more powerful

than a thousand realities.
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concept statement 
and production

 The idea behind The Book of Lost Tales is 
to create a TV Series that showcases the stories that 
J.R.R. Tolkien wrote about the Middle-Earth, which 
are a part of the Silmarillion, giving the audience the 
oportunity to take a look at how things were before 
Lord of The Rings. 

 Christopher Tolkien’s publications of the 
last few years, following his father’s legacy, presented 
to us three editions of some tales of the Quenta 
Silmarillion: “The Children of Húrin”, “The Fall of 
Gondolin” and “Beren and Lúthien”.

 The line connecting all of those stories would 
be the main argument of “The Book Of Lost Tales”, 
which forms part of the compilation of “History of 
the Middle-Earth”. The book shows the arrival of a 
stranger to the shores of an Elven island, where he is 
introduced to the stories of this ancient world: From 
the creation of the universe, mythological aspects 
and tales of love, war and the races that lived in the 
Middle-Earth. 

 The plan would be to have several seasons, 
and have each one focus on each of the books edited 
by Christopher, with the possibility of expanding it 
to other stories of the Middle-Earth. The first season 
would focus on the arrival of Eriol, the British sailor 
into the island of Tol Eressea and the Tale of Beren 
and Lúthien. The arrangement of the story would 
give place to 7 episodes, that would finish with the 
end of the story and the end of the storytelling at the 
Cottage of Lost Play.

 The idea on this would be to create an 
external narrator that is also one of the protagonists of 
the story, and that becomes known to us, as happens 

for example, in The Princess Bride, where we have 
the grandfather telling a story to his grandson, and 
appearing at certain points, alas not interfering with 
the story itself, but being the protagonists of their 
own dimension.

 The story of Eriol, the British sailor, would 
develop at the beginning and the end of each season. 
The viewer will learn about him, where his heritage 
comes from and why he felt so attracted to sailing 
and finding out about this magical lands. He would 
find that these people are his ancestors, and that he 
shares blood with the Eldar, the Elves that started 
their journey to the lands of the Gods.

 The first season would feature a mixture of 
the different versions that appear in the 2017 book 
of Beren and Lúthien, as professor Tolkien changed 
this story many times during his life, and some of the 
details were adjusted to fit the latest vesions of his 
texts, but some of the initial points remain relevant 
to the story telling, such as the idea of introducing 
Dairon, Lúthien’s brother, that after the few versions 
got eliminated from the writings. 
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Synopsis
 When Eriol leaves his home looking for answers he is directed to an island called 
Tol Eressëa, where the Teleri elves live. Lindo and Vairë take him in to their house, called 
the Cottage of Lost Play. There at night, after dinner Vëannë starts telling the tale of 
Lúthien Tinúviel.

 Beren, a human warrior, has fled from his settlement after his father, Barahir, 
and the rest of the group was slaughtered by orcs. He ends up in Doriath, where one 
day he finds Lúthien, an elven maid, dancing to the tune of her brother Dairon. Beren is 
discovered but Lúthien instead of fleeing, decides to stay and they fall in love. 

 One day she brings Beren to Menegroth to meet her parents, King Thingol 
and Melian the Maia. There, Beren asks the king for the hand of her daughter. Thingol, 
outraged, dismisses Beren and tells him that in order to marry Lúthien he must bring him 
a Silmaril, one of the magical stones the evil Morgoth stole from the elves. Beren decides 
to part to look for the silmaril, and Lúthien is locked away in a house on top of a tree. 

 Beren goes to ask for help to Nargothrond with the ring of Felagund, and he 
agrees to honour the promise made to his father. Celegorm and Curufin, sons of Fëanor, 
oppose to him helping a human. Felagund finally decides to help him, passes the crown 
on to his nephew Orodreth and parts with Beren and a group of loyal allies. They end 
up in Thû’s lair and get discovered, although the magic Felagund performs avoids him 
getting their actual identity. They are imprisoned and Thû kills the prisoners one by one 
until only Felagund and Beren remain. By this point, Lúthien knows something is wrong 
and decides to go help her lover. 

 On her way over to Thû’s castle, she is captured by the sons of Fëanor, and she is 
freed by Huan. They attack the castle together, destroying it and forcing Thû to flee. There 
they find Beren, badly hurt and Felagund, already dead. Celegorm and Curufin are exiled 
by Orodreth with the help of Thingol. Beren and Lúthien decide to go to Morgoth’s den 
to get the silmaril and find a way into the fortress in disguise.

 Lúthien puts Morgoth and all his creatures to sleep. Beren manages to get one 
Silmaril out of Morgoth’s crown, and he tries to get a second one when the blade he was 
using snaps, waking everyone up. They try to scape but in the doors they find Karkaroth, 
the Wolf. He wrestles with Beren and bites off his hand, where he was holding the jewel, 
swallowing both. Karkaroth becomes possessed by the fire of the Silmaril and runs away. 
Huan and Lúthien manage to bring Beren back to Doriath and he gets better. There, he 
speaks with Thingol and explains the whereabouts of the silmaril. The king, ashamed for 
the way he treated Beren, agrees to go on an expedition to kill Karkaroth and retrieve the 
stone. 

 In the fight Beren gets mortally wounded and Lúthien tends him. Her mother, 
Melian, helps her get to the Hall of Mandos, where she sings of her ill fate. Mandos is 
moved to pity, and lets Lúthien decide: She chooses to become mortal in order to abandon 
this world with him in the end, and so they come back to life and got married, being the 
first of their kind to join in marriage.
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Inspiration and 
mood board

 When it comes to creating the costume 
design for the Book of Lost Tales, the main difficulty 
was to create a new look for it. There is a precedent 
with Peter Jackson’s movies, with a very defined style. 
I wanted to create something a little bit different 
and maybe out of the Medieval inspiration that 
accompanies all of the fantasy-inspired adaptations 
to the screen (like Lord Of The Rings and Game of 
Thrones). 

 The story happens, as explained in the 
appendix (Chronology section), thousands of 
years before the events that we are used to seeing. 
I wanted to keep some of the elements, like natural 
world themed prints, or some tones of the colour 
palette. The fabrics are different, less organic. I was 
more concerned about the fabrics telling a story with 
the clothes rather than just using textiles that could 
be found there. In this time, the connection to the 
Valar was tighter, so it meant there was more magic 
happening in the land. Anything could happen, like 
weaving hair through magic to create a robe. 

 When it comes to the inspiration about 

the dresses, my first approach was fashion from the 
Italian Renaissance. I was immediately drawn to 
Sandro Botticelli and his most famous paintings: 
“The Birth of Venus” (1482) and “The Spring” (1477). 
The way he depicted women, extremely feminine, 
and the way he used nature in his paintings were 
the main factors that interested me. When I started 
looking into the actual fashion of that period, even 
though I found nice dresses to get inspiration from, 
they were quite similar to the shapes that appear in 
the Lord Of The Rings movies. It gave it a period 
look that I wasn’t aiming for. 
 My next step was to look into more 
contemporary fashion, and that led me to haute 
couture, by the hand of Iris Van Herpen, Hassidriss, 
Zuhair Murad and Elie Saab. From Van Herpen I 
was inspired by her Autumn-Winter 2019 collection 
“Hypnosis”; the shapes she creates for her dresses, 
with very big volumes and incredible textiles, the 
pleats and the shine of the fabrics. Hassidriss’ Spring-
Summer 2019 “Ashes” collection, inspired me a lot 
for the Teleri. The way he uses ombrés and pleating as 
well as gathering to create geometrical patterns, are, 
mixed with the colours from the sea, what attracted 

me. From Saab and Murad I took the way they 
feature the women’s bodies. The fluttery fabrics such 
as tulle and chiffon mixed with beautiful embroidery 
on satin. That is a common point throughout their 
collections, but I was impressed by Summer-Spring 
2015.
 But one of the major points was to take into 
account the history of the Middle-Earth, the origin 
of the characters: their race or nature (if they were 
closer to the Valar, if they were Noldor or Sindar...), 
where they lived, and their character in relation to 
the story and the rest of the cast. 
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FASHION INSPIRATION
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textile manipulation
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Pattern cutting techniques
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- the cOstumes -

the making off and the finished garments
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the SHOW

For the Edinburgh College of  Arts’ Performance 
Costume show the three costumes that were chosen 
were Vëannë, Lúthien’s court gown and Beren’s 

second episode look.

The match of  the three colour palettes combine 
perfectly in blues, browns and greys.

The connection between the characters was also a 
decisive point, as Vëannë is the one telling the story, 
and the scene chosen would be the first encounter 

between Beren and Lúthien. 

Due to the corona virus outbreak, the completion of  
the costumes (and also the show) has been impossible, 
and thus the following section covers the toiles and 

the first costume on its final fabrics.
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Vëannë
Creating the pattern for the collar 
and the first toile.
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Moulage on the mannequin with chiffon to visualise the 
result, hand-dyeing the silk paj and pleating it by hand
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The pattern pieces were cut one by one in between paper 
to avoid deformation, and sewn à plá on top of  the poplin
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Beren
Creating the pattern for the collar and the first toile.
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lúthien
Using moulage to create the pattern for the top of  the 
look, working on the curve on the front and creating the 
pattern for the sleeve using the Bamboo origami tech-
nique.
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If you want to see the full design book and 
the appendix, you can find them on:

 
https://issuu.com/palomadvdesign

https://instagram.com/palomadvdesign
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